
It was a miserable February morning, grey, cold and dank, the stuff of which seasonally acquired
disorder (SAD) feeds as we started off to visit Midhurst where the Grange Community Centre was
the venue for the 35th annual modellers Exhibition.

Once inside our SAD disappeared and we were greeted by the bright, spacious facilities that we
had been led to expect by previous attendees.          Modelling interests of all kinds were
represented and no matter where ones interests lie, one had to admire the workmanship of the

models on display throughout the show.

One particular interest, that has to be mentioned, was the
modelling skill of Derek Matile from Cowplain who had made a
series of guns and rifles from wood and only wood.   His eye for
detail and standard of
workmanship and
finish were fantastic,
my rather poor picture
of his 40mm Bofors
gun and bolt action
rifles (s could
not do justice to
them.

A couple of very fine
models caught our eye  which had been made by Peter
Fisher one was the sailing smack “Excelsior” from Yarmouth on which
he had spent a sailing holiday a few years ago, the other was a lovely
little cameo of a boat shed  that he had photographed whilst
on holiday in Norfolk…..super!

The Portsmouth Model Boat
Display Team had a large
display of their models which
included U boats, MTBs

 and many other
warships.     An interesting
video was shown at their
stand of a gunboat (M15
type, as I recall) that had
been started , finished and
test floated in a single
weekend …..the finished item
didn’t look too bad at all!



And what about this model?       What a whopper!

It is the German Rescue boat “ ” which carries a daughter craft as well as a helicopter
and is almost 6 ft long……quite hernia making!

Richard  has a love of quirky models so was quite taken by the two boats utilising George Turner hulls and
by pusher tugs and logging tugs as can be seen in the pictures below.



Below is a model of the steamer “ ” which plies between Queenstown and the sheep stations
on the shore of lake Wakatipu.   It  was  much admired by Chris and Richard who had seen the real thing
in action in the dim and distant past.

The plans for this model were drawn up by the builder from overall dimensions and photographs and the
character of the ship was
captured well.   Unfortunately
we missed his name.

The two motor launches
pictured on the left were
superbly finished and much
admired by Ray who is a dab
hand himself at this genre.

It is hoped that this short piece gives a flavour of this show, we really should attempt to support it with a
display of our own next year, it is easy to get to, car parking and catering facilities are good.    As we are a
model boat club, no mention has been made of other models on display, but one should not fail to be
enthused and inspired by the other models on show and friendliness of the table holders.

RB


